WhichNewsIs RealNews
WatchClosely
TheRestOfhlye&Augus
Consider the following items as a kind of composite news
update on the world (including geophysical) scene.
of these, alone, may not necessarily raise a “red flag”, but they
are like pieces of a puzzle which, when taken together, create
a most serious picture.
So consider the following items in
stark contrast to the controlled media’s pageantry and blather:
1. Commander
Soltec cautioned, on July 3rd, 1997, in a
communication
which first appeared on the
Telephone Hotline on the same day, that “Further pulsing (of the
San Andreas Fault) will surely trip the fault before month’s
end (July)-barring
some major volcanic eruption in Mexico
or quake
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several days there have been a number of large South American and South
Pacific quakes reportedly of magnitudes approximately
in the 6 range. As
well, there has been a general increase and intensification
of quake activity all
around the Pacific Plate, as well as quakes occurring in locations not generally prone to such activity.
2. The June 24th, 1997 issue of
warned of an “Islamic Holy
War” the week of July 20-27 wherein Anthrax and Bubonic Plague could possibly be released on the American public. Exactly who (more likely the New
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

the INTERNET,
7/7/97,
Excerpted
from
[quoting:]
Councilwoman Barwood in Phoenix says that Military/FEMA is going to do a SIMULTANEOUS ‘mock
anti-terrorist
action’ in our 27 largest cities.
The
troops have already arrived in Phoenix!
This is so
dangerous...or is this a cover to round up the 100 cells
of Iraqis with their poison?...or an excuse to declare
Martial Law when it isn’t necessary? [End quoting]
What is really going on between the U.S. and the
Iraqis? Are the Elite trying to build up your hatred
again so they can have a good excuse to start another
war with Saddam, or enforce martial law; or is it true
that the Iraqis have cells here in the U.S. ready to get
revenge with biologicals?
It’s difficult to know just what is the truth-especially when thekey to the game is fabricating the most
elaborate deceptions.
Be very discerning-they
away
at this

government maintained that CS gas was not flammable. This formed the basis of the mass suicide
charge against the Branch Davidians.
The Branch
Davidian ranch burst into flames after the FBI and
other federal police pumped CS gas into the occupied
buildings. Attorney General Janet Reno approved the
use of CS gas.
This recent incident with CS gas affirms the conclusions of earlier reports, which stated CS gas to be
flammable and its use restricted to out-of-doors. The
CS gas explosion knocks the legs from under the Branch
Davidian mass suicide theory.
America is facing the very ugly reality that Federal
Police, under the direction of Attorney General Reno,
used a flammable gas on the Davidian ranch and then
concealed the resultant incineration of approximately
60 adults and 20 children.
Congressional hearings, held in the wake of the
Davidian incident, whitewashed Federal actions. The
national media did yeoman’s work in perpetrating the
mass suicide theory on the public. [End quoting]
The local police are copying the Federal “police”“Like daddy, like son.”

as
From
May/June 1997, [quoting:]
FBI Director, Louis Freeh, seemingly buried the
hatchet against militias while testifying before the
From
Senate Subcommittee on Terrorism June 4, 1997.
[quoting:]
MUNICH-International
financier George Soros “We’ve worked very hard to try to evaluate and analyze
Most of the militia
said that the world stock markets may be headed for a the activity (of the militias).
crash caused by a panic among “inexperienced” inves- organizations throughout the country are not, in our
tors, the weekly magazine Focus reported. “Lots of view, threatening or dangerous.” Mr Freeh went on to
new investors are appearing who have only a little explain that the instances with the Republic of Texas,
experience with financial markets,” Soros said in an the Freemen and OKC were not representative of what
interview with the magazine. “If this trend suddenly the county sheriffs around the nation were feeding back
comes to a halt, the investors could fall into a panic and to the FBI concerning militia behavior and activities.
a
leave the market at once. Then there would be a stock
market crash. [End quoting]
[End quoting]
The market just went over 8000 on the Dow
Don’t believe these liars. They’ll say anything to
Jones Chart yesterday (7/16/97).
This will be a stock market crash to beat them all put you to sleep as they stick their knives into your
back.
and it will happen if the Elite have their way-it’s
Remember God does not work with guns and rejust a matter of when. BE PREPARED!!
venge-He uses positive actions to gain victory. Hope-

activists last week that they feared a religious revolution and warned they might use force to stop it.
Ideology isn’t the only factor in the military’s
reaction-there
are fears a truly Islamic state would
challenge the army’s political and economic power.
The officers make up a highly respected elite class.
they have a major say in Turkey’s course by being part
of the National Security Council, which oversees the
country’s foreign and domestic policies.
The military entered business in a major way in the
1970s. In addition to military-run hotels, holiday
villages, supermarkets and housing projects, the army
owns the Oyak company, which produces Renault cars
locally.
The installation of modern Turkey’s first Islamicled government 11 months ago put the military on alert.
The generals grew increasingly uneasy as the government permitted female civil servants to cover their
heads in Islamic style, built a mosque at the center of
Istanbul and then rearranged work hours to fit fasting
hours during the holy month of Ramadan.
Tension rose further as parliament members of the
Islamic Welfare party joined rallies calling for an
Islamic regime and took vows to crush the secular
republic.
In a briefing Wednesday, Gen. Fevzi Turkeri declared that Islamic radical groups were poised for an
uprising and the military might use force to crush it.
“It is the Turkish armed forces’ duty to safeguard
the modern Turkish republic. It is part of the national
military strategy,” Turkeri said.
Despite the tensions, officials from eight Muslim
countries met Saturday in Ankara to put the final
touches on plans for a Turkish-led economic cooperation group.
Erbakan said the group-the Developing g-would
promote a wide range of ties, including banking, scientific research, transportation, energy and tourism. The
group will include Egypt, Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, lndonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh and Turkey. It is to be
officially inaugurated today. [End quoting]

From
April 7, 1997, [quoting:]
Scientists at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., are working to develop a new generation
Called
of extremely
small, expendable
robots.
biomorphic explorers, the tetherless, mobile robots
could range from microns to inches in size and
mass produced according to Sarita Thakoor, principal
investigator. Designed to perform a specific sensory or
sample acquisition function and report back upon
achieving success, potential uses include low-cost scouts
or exploration of narrow crevices and inhospitable
terrain on Earth as well as other planets. The miniature
devices also could be used to inspect hazardous enviFrom
May/June 1997, [quoting:]
ronments or support search
rescue
As
On Friday May 2, 1997, San Diego police atFrom
June 15, 1997, envisioned, light-energized thin-film piezoceramic flextempted to serve a warrant at a house in the suburb of
ible actuators would serve as directly driven, active
National City and were greeted by automatic gunfire. [quoting:]
ANKARA-Turkish
military cadets hear a revered mobile appendages or legs, alternately flexing and
Police exchanged gunfire with the suspected criminals
Innovative mobility
inside. The confrontation lasted over an hour and was name called out at the end of their graduation: Gen. deflecting when illuminated.
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the founder of modern, secular mechanisms, capturing the features of an inchworm,
videotaped. CS gas, the
are being studied and implemented, Thakoor said.
Turkey.
shot into the house. According to the
Feasible for deployment
in large numbers, some
In unison, they shout, “In our heart!”
newspaper, as the CS gas filled the house it ignited and
The separation of Islam and state is ingrained in biomorphic explorers might resemble swarming ants
caused the entire structure and surrounding palm trees
multiple appendages
to be engulfed in flames. Two people inside the house the hearts of the 750,000 member Turkish military, with a thumbnail-sized
second-largest army. More than any other or legs. [End quoting]
died of either gunshot or incineration.
Granted, this technology can benefit mankind in
The recent Los Angeles bank robbery shoot-out institution in Turkey, the military adheres to the idea of
many ways, but the Elite
an addiction to using
gathered hours of national media attention. Yet the secularism.
A perceived threat to that ideology is a major force miniature technology to do us in.
San Diego shoot-out, every bit as “exciting” as Los
You never know how small a “living” spy can beAngeles, has been completely ignored. Why would behind the army’s increasingly fierce and open opposian artificial ant, fly, roach, etc.
national and major media ignore a story that has all the tion to Muslim politicians in Turkey’s government,
Also, microdot chip transmitter/receivers have
who
notorious visual elements so attractive to media sensa- such
around
tionalists?
During
hearings 3 years ago the
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Balaban transplanted another portion of the brain,
creating chicks that sing like a quail without bobbing
their heads.
From
6197, by Jean
Balaban believes that his work with birds, which
demonstrates that some behaviors can be innate, may
Duffey, [quoting:]
Pat Matrisciana is one of my conservative allies. I
also give insights into how the structure of the brain has
don’t suppose you get much more conservative than
evolved. It might eventually provide clues about how to
From
magazine, 7197, restore capabilities to people with brain damage. So
Pat. He owns Jeremiah Films, which specializes in the
production of Christian videos, and he is president of [quoting:]
far, however, other researchers have had only limited
Before men flew in space, a science-fiction writer success with transplanting tissues into the brain to treat
Citizens For Honest Government, which is launching a
.
campaign to call for the impeachment of Bill Clinton. fantasized about riding into orbit aboard diamond- such diseases as Parkinson’s. [End quoting]
Pat, Jeremiah films, and Citizens for an Honest cabled elevators anchored to an asteroid that had been
This torturing of animals is idiotic
shifted to a perfectly stable orbit between the If man would listen to his Creator he would get all the
Government
Earth and the Moon.
knowledge he can handle
have been sued
Recently, scientists here at Rice Univerfor $16,000,000
sity and Switzerland have manufactured a
over Pat’s promaterial strong enough to be used as the elevaduction of the
tor cable. It isn’t made of diamonds, but of
video,
honeycomb-shaped
carbon structures called
nanotubes.
Between lo-to-12 times stronger
Excerpted from
5/19/97,
than steel, a strand narrower than a human [quoting:]
in
hair couldSuspend a fully loaded semitrailer.
On May 2, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
which my opinEven if a space elevator is never built, Department of Labor announced that the official U.S.
ions are exresearchers say nanotubes will find their way unemployment level for April was 6.71 million workers
pressed
about
into a variety of aerospace applications. They
and that the unemployment rate had fallen from
why
crimes
could also be used in bulletproof vests, sports ;.24% in March, to 4.93% in April.
of Mena,
inequipment and automotive parts. Electrically
The unemployment figures are a fraud. The ecoeluding
the
conductiye nanotubes could wire computer nomics staff of the
has
train
deaths,
chips. [End quoting]
calculated that the real level of unemployment in this
have been cov. . . -.._..,. . m. .*..-‘,
Another example of “What man can con- country is approximately 15.94 million workers-at
ered up for more
ceive, man can acheive.”
least-and the real unemployment rate is 11.3%. Both
than a decade.
Man will do
figures are more than double wliat is officially reported.
Pat gave Linda Ives and me the opportunity to tell our
The City of London oligarchical financiers, and
Saline County, Arkansas story when no one else would.
The plaintiffs are Jay Campbell and Kirk Lane, two
their faction in different levels of government, would
have Americans, and the world, believe that the biggest
police officers who were implicated by witnesses in the
financial disintegration in human history is not undermurders of Kevin Ives and Don Henry. The video
makes that very statement, and Pat is being sued for it.
way. They would cover up the fact that the U.S.
From
magazine, 7197, physical economy, and the consumer market basket,
Although we welcome the opportunity to get any part of
have been contracting, at the rate of 2% a year since
this case into court any way we can, we must be [quoting:]
If it looks like a chicken and walks like a chicken, 1970.
prepared to combat our adversary in and out of court.
Therefore, the financiers and their allies (and some
The plaintiffs will have most of the mainstream media
unwitting
ideologically confused persons) have
on their side which will likely try the “divide-andemitted a steady stream of faked “good news” reports.
conquer” tactic against us.
We fully support Pat in this matter, and will be
Alongside the fraudulent unemployment f&ures, during April, the Commerce Department declared that the
participating in raising funds for his defense.
U.S. economy grew by 5.6% in the fourth quarter of
We are looking at this suit as the forerunner of a
1996, the highest alleged quarterly growth in 10 years.
wrongful death suit Linda Ives has been hoping to file
On May 2, the White House’s O&ce of Management
this fall. The discovery process for Pat will make
and Budget, and leading Republicans, announced a
invaluable records available to Linda. This suit may, in
federal budget deal that would supposedly “solve” most
fact, be the biggest mistake those responsible for the
of the nation’s budget problems through the year 2002.
murders and coverups have ever made.
Pat’s statement to me upon hearing the probable
(In fact, the budget deal is based on massive austerity, in&ding $600-700 billion worth of budget cuts, of
cost was: “That’s a small price to pay for exposing
which 115 billion will come from Medicare, the federmurderers.”
ally sponsored program of medical assistance for the
We who seek truth need to support and encourage
nation’s elderly. As the financial system explodes, the
Pat as he will no doubt go through.a difficult and trying
tax revenues upon which the balanced budget is pretime. The most practical way would be to call Pat’s
legal defense fund at l-800-25 l-8089 and make a conmised, will vaporize.) [End quoting]
If the government would add to these figures all the
tribution.
Likewise, joining Citizens for an Honest
ones that have given up on seeking jobs but would take
Government would be a really supportive act.
one if they felt they could find one, I venture to say, the
About two years ago, the British journalist, Ambrose
Evans Prichard, told me he thought the train-deaths
figures for unemployment would rise much higher.
It’s time we all
to what the true agenda of
case was going to be the loose thread that unravels
government is-the
control
Clinton’s presidency. He could very well be right, and
if he is, a donation for Pat’s defense will be an investall
ment in our country’s future. [End quoting]
However, there are a few working within the system
It’s certainly good to see that people are putting up
resistance to the Elite and their terrorism without using but bobs its head like a quail, then
increase
is it? In this to try to change it.
guns
violence-which
is the only way that they will case, it’s a hybrid of both species, created by a scientist
in California. The zany bird may provide insights into
be stopped.
treating
human brain diseases and injuries.
I
I
Neurobiologist Evan Balaban of The Neurosciences
Institute in LaJolla, California, used microsurgical
techniqu& to transplant cells from the brain of Japanese quail embryos into the brains of Plymouth Rock
chick embryos. The chicks that hatched had a transFrom the INTERNET, <http://www.artbell.com>,
planted behavior: They bobbed their heads rapidly
while crowing. Chicks don’t normally make these head 612 1197, [quoting:]
RABL, the founder of t’ religious organization
movements, but quail do. In a related experiment,

CALLING
l-800-800-5565
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called the RAELIAN MOVEMENT which claims that
life on Earth was created scientifically in laboratories
by extraterrestrials. whose name (Elohim) is found in
the Hebrew
and was mistranslated by [sic] the
word “God”, and which also claims that Jesus’ resurrection was, in fact, a cloning performed by the Elohimannounced today that he and a group of investors have
set up a company named VALIANT VENTURE LTD.,
which will offer a service called “CLONAID” to provide assistance to would-be parents willing to have a
child cloned from one of them. This service offers a
fantastic opportunity to parents with fertility problems
or homosexual couples to have a child cloned from one
of them.
The Bahamas-based Company plans to build a laboratory in a country where human cloning is not illegal
and will offer its services to wealthy parents worldwide. In a first phase, CLONAID will subcontract
existing laboratories to perform the cloning. The company may also sponsor American laboratories working
on human cloning and whose government subsidies
have been cut by President Clinton.
CLONAID will charge as low as $200,000 US for
its cloning services.
The recent cloning of the sheep “Dolly” in Scotland
has proven that
technology is now available to
complete the operation successfully.
CLONAID’s Scientific Director, the French scientist DR. BRIGITTE BOISSELIER, Ph.D., sees no ethi“Parents have the
cat problems with the procedure.
right to decide to have a baby who will bear the genetic
code of one of them. It’s now common to see the dead
parent father a baby through the process of frozen
sperm implantation.
Imagine the joy of a widow rais-

ing a child looking like her beloved deceased husband,”
she said.
will also offer a service called
“INSURACLONE” which, for a SSO,OOOfee, will provide the sampling and safe storage of cells from a living
child or from a beloved person in order to create a clone
if the child dies of an incurable disease or through an
accident. In the case of a genetic disease, the cells will
be preserved until science can genetically repair them
before recreating the child (or an adult).
CLONAID, the first company in the world to offer
human cloning
Who

ing]
This is a small improvement, but it would sure be
nice if the Elite would release the far better power
sources that they have been hiding from us for centuries.
COLORADO:
BOMBS
TARGET
From

CRASHED
OF NEW

SEARCH
7110197,

[quoting:]

Searchers using metal detectors recovered part of
a bomb rack but found no trace of the four bombs that
had been aboard Air Force Capt. Craig Button’s
I, expects to have over a warplane when it disappeared from formation over the
million customers worldwide interested in its services, Arizona desert April 2 and began its mysterious flight,
as well as many laboratories to seek partnership with in which ended with its crash on snowy Gold Dust
this venture.
Military officials said the search
Peak, near Eagle.
RAEL said:
fo reach will continue for three weeks. Three days of searching
last spring found only Button’s remains, ammunition
25,000
to
and parts of the plane’s hydraulic system. [End quotgo
Does this statement sound logical7
With the
technology that the government has, they can literally
1” [End find a needle in a haystack-and
yet they can’t find
a good
more than stated here?
crash-as
quoting]
Why would anybody, in their right mind, want
immortality in/on this third-dimensional
schoolroom
planet, as is, when God has a plan far beyond our
imaginations for our immortality.
ONLY
HUMAN
LONG
LIVE
THE
ALKIES
From
Mar/Apr 1997,
39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512,
From
SCI- [quoting:]
magazine, 7197,
[quoting:]
We had been married for 12 years when my husPHILIPS,
THE band and I began to have serious problems in our
DUTCH electronics giant, relationship.
We went to a counselor, but nothing
has developed a battery changed. I didn’t think I could go on living if we
that it claims has almost divorced.
twice the life of ordinary
On a Sunday in February I drove to the shopping
alkaline batteries in high- center to buy pills and alcohol, Coming out of the
drain applications
like drugstore I glanced around self-consciously. The strangflashlights,
shavers and est feeling came over me. Then I saw someone I knew;
portable compact disc play- my friend Jim, who worked at our church.
ers. The new AA-size bat“Are you all right?” he asked. I tightened my
tery, called PowerLife, will grip on the brown paper bag and didn’t answer. “Let’s
power a flashlight for 130 go down to the church,” he said. “We’ll talk about
minutes, as opposed to 80 it.”
minutes
with current
I told him I’d meet him there, but I didn’t think I’d
alkalines, according to the go. What use was it? God, I was sure, had given up on
company.
me. Walking to my car I passed a trash can. InexpliPowerLife’s improved cably my grip loosened on the paper bag and into the
performance is due to the trash it went. I got in my car knowing I would go see
small particles of highgrade graphite inside the
When I arrived at the church, I knocked hard, but
battery which allow more there was no answer. That’s odd. Jim said he’dbe here.
synthetic manganese diox- I called the church office from my car phone.
ide-the active ingredient
“Jim, this is Nancy. Can we talk now?”
in alkalines-to
be used.
“Of course,” he said.
The graphite lets electriInside, Jim listened and with a few well-chosen
cal current pass through words made me feel I could go on, even if my marriage
the battery
more effi- was over. “You saved my life,” I told him.
ciently, leading to less en“I’m glad I heard the phone ring. I was dcwnstairs
ergy loss and longer life.
cleaning,” he said.
The PowerLife is the
“But, Jim, I saw you in the parking lot at the
first battery that does nut shopping center. You asked me to come here, n I said.
use heavy metals like cadJim looked puzzled. “I’ve been here all afternoon,”
mium, lead, or mercury, so he insisted.
it is easily recycled.
I thought back to that moment in the parking
Prioacy
That’s good news for lot. I had talked to someone who knew where I had to
the environment, because go.
28 billion alkaline batterIf it wasn’t Jim, who was it?
ies are sold each year
-Nancy Hubbard, Batavia, Illinois
worldwide. PowerLife bat[End quoting]
teries are expected to go
on sale in the United States
Isn’t it marvelous how God gets our attention to
later this year. [End quot- help
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The distance east and west around the Earth
(circumference) at the equator is about 24,902.4 miles,
usually rounded off to 25,000 statute miles, and the
circumference north and south around the poles is
about 42.2 miles less, so the Earth is not a perfect
sphere. The width (diameter) of the Earth at the
equator is about 7926.68 miles, and from pole to pole it
is 26.7 miles less.
For many purposes, such as
navigation, the circumference of the Earth is figured in
nautical miles rather than statute miles. To change
statute miles into nautical miles, the conversion factor
is .86898, so multiply 24,902.4 X .86898 = 21639.69,
or 21,600 nautical miles for most purposes.
There are 360 degrees in a circle and 24 hours in a
day, so the Sun moves through 15 degrees every hour
is Michio Kaku, author of
(360/24 = 15). Since there are 21,600 miles around the
Earth and 24 hours in a day, the Sun moves through
He devotes several pages in his 900 miles every hour (21,600 / 24 = 900).
book to Ramanujan. Kaku promotes a theory that the
There are 60 minutes in an hour and the Sun
Universe is a bunch of vibrating strings.
travels through 15 degrees every hour (15 x 24 = 360
degrees).
We usually measure flat and straight things by
inches, feet and statute miles (and nowadays by the
newfangled New World Order metrics). We measure
angular things by seconds, minutes and
(degrees, not hours: here we are talking geometry and
trigonometry, not time). There are 60 minutes in a
Another
mathematician
named Denis Gabor degree and 360 degrees in a circle, so there are 60 X
formulated
theories
in 1947 that led to the 360 = 21,600 minutes (called minutes of arc) in a
development of the hologram (for which he won a complete circle.
There are 21,600 nautical miles
Nobel Prize).
He was using a type of math called around the Earth’s circumference, and 2 1,600 minutes
Fourier transforms to convert patterns into simple of arc around the circumference, so each minute of arc
waves, and then convert the simple waves back into the equals one nautical mile (this is why nautical miles are
original patterns. Just as a TV set converts frequencies
used by ships instead of statute miles).
into a picture, he was able to take blurred interference
patterns created by collision of light waves recorded on
The Earth is a circle of 360 degrees (36OO).
holographic film and turn them back into an image of
The Earth is a circle of 21,600 minutes of arc
the original object.
(21,600’).
Karl Pribram came along in the 1960s and 1970s
The Earth has a circumference of 21,600 nautical
and discovered that the eyes and human visual system miles.
are a type of frequency analyzer. He figured out that
Celestial bodies travel around the Earth (from an
the brain was using holograms.
Other scientists apparent viewpoint) at 900 knots (nautical miles) an
became involved, at first to try to disprove this too-far- hour.
out concept, but instead learned more proof of the fact
Celestial bodies travel around the Earth at 2 1,600
that the universe is a hologram and the brain is a nautical miles every 24 hours.
hologram
converter.
The brain uses Fourier
Celestial bodies move through 15O of arc every
mathematics to convert visual images into Fourier hour.
language of wave forms (Karen K. DeValois, Russell
Celestial bodies move through 360” in 24 hours of
L. DeValois, and W. W. Yund, “Responses of Striate time.
Cortex Cells to Grating and Checkerboard Patterns,”
vol. 291, 1979, pp. 483-505).
Longitude is measured east and west in degrees
Michael Talbot, in the non-fiction best-seller
from a starting point assigned to Greenwich, England.
in the chapter entitled “The Latitude is measured north and south in degrees
Cosmos as Hologram”, says of the nature of what we starting from the equator.
So measurement
of
call particles of matter: “Perhaps most astonishing of distances around the Earth can be made by angles
all is that there is compelling evidence that
(GHA or Greenwich Hour Angle), miles (nautical) or
[wave/particles of matter]
hours (GMT or Greenwich Mean Time, also called
(p. 34). Coordinated Universal Time).
David Bohm, one of the world’s most respected
The Greenwich
Hour Angle is an angle
quantum physicists and a protege of Einstein, came to measurement FROM Greenwich WESTWARD and out
the same conclusion that the universe is a hologram, to any celestial body, through a 360’ arc. This is
independently of Pribram.
important for navigation, but not particularly for our
Talbot
summarized
Pribram’s
and Bohm’s purposes. For navigation, the exact time is important.
discovery:
- “Our brains mathematically
construct A clock that is 4 seconds slow will give an error of a
objective reality by interpreting frequencies that are mile (the Sun moves 900 miles per hour, 15 miles per
ultimately projections from another dimension, a minute, or l/4 mile per second). A one-minute error
deeper order of existence that is beyond both space
will put a navigator off by 15 miles. To get the correct
time:
The brain is a hologram enfolded in a time, you can call l-303-499-71 11.
holographic universe” (p. 54).
Above we said that the diameter of the Earth is
We do not merely look at the hologram; WE ARE 7926.68 statute miles; using the conversion factor
(part of) THE HOLOGRAM, that is, “we” being our quoted above (see any weights and measures list of
sensing part, not our soul.
conversation factors) of .86898 we get 7926.68 x

Calvin Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX 78745-3 137 #8 June 30,1997

CONTACT

Ramanujan, who said he had no proper first name,
was a Black man born in India in 1887.
The
fascinating story of his life is told in the book
by Robert Kanigel. It is the story of
a man from an extremely poor background, who was
given little opportunity for schooling, who became one
of the world’s greatest mathematicians, and then died
in 1920 at age 33. His mathematics became known as
“21st Century” math and was so far ahead of others
that mathematicians
today still try to learn new
material from studying his notes.
Ramanujan said his math came from extraterrestrials,
specifically
from ones he called the
goddess Namagiri and the god Narasimha.
He said
that he had dreams from Narasimha in which “scrolls
containing the most complicated mathematics used to
unfold before his eyes.” Ramanujan said that he often
received information in dreams, and would often
awake and write down something that had come to
him. Modern computers are evaluated and tested by
evaluating pi and use an algorithm developed from
Ramanujan’s math. This is an example of one way in
which most of us are unaware of the many ways in
which
we are
influenced
every
day by
“extraterrestrials”.
The theme of humans receiving inspiration from
extraterrestrials
is a common one throughout history.
We talk of “divining” the truth.
The Greeks, for
example, had their Muses. Newton, Euler, Aristotle,
Leibniz, Kepler, and on and on all in one way or
another attributed inspiration from Higher Powers or
spirit beings.
One modern scientist who learned from Ramanujan
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.86898 = 6888.13 nautical miles.
The figure is
6875.493 in minutes of arc.
Bruce Cathie has done much research into the
geometry and harmonics of the Earth and has made
some amazing discoveries.
He says w. . .it appears
possible that spherical bodies are in fact formed by
some sort of vortexual
resonance which causes
precipitation of matter” (p. 71,
1990
version).
If this is the case (and it is), then the
atmosphere should be included. As the energy vortex
begins to precipitate Earth/matter,
the atmosphere
would precipitate first (looking from outside inward).
The harmonic of the speed of light = 1441
harmonic, reciprocal = 69444. [A reciprocal of a
number is what you have to multiply it by to get 1, so
the reciprocal of 2 is l/2 or 0.5 and the reciprocal of 5
is l/5 written 0.2, etc. It is found by dividing the
number into 1 or by writing l over the number (which
means the same).]
All spheres are 360’ or 21,600
minutes of arc. The ratio of the circumference to the
diameter, if you remember your geometry, is C= nd. So
if you solve for
(diameter) you would divide 21,600
by x(3.14159265...)
which equals 6875.493542
minutes of arc (or nautical miles) diameter.
In harmonics, the decimal doesn’t matter. In other
words, 10,is a harmonic of 1, 100 is a harmonic of 10
and 1, 1000 is a harmonic of 100 and 10 and 1, etc.
You can move the decimal back and forth and it is still
the same base harmonic. So adding one harmonic of
68.75493542
(to include the atmosphere
in the
diameter of the Earth) to 6875.493542 (the diameter of
the Earth) would equal 6944.248477, which is the
harmonic reciprocal of the speed of light in free space.
Cathie found that the harmonics can be multiplied
by harmonics of 6 or 60, etc. He says that the
fundamental harmonic of light in geometric terms is
an angular velocity of 144,000 minutes of arc per grid
There are 97,200 grid seconds to one
second.
revolution of the Earth. The reciprocal ‘harmonic of
light, or l/144,000 is 694444....repeating
(in figuring
harmonics, you delete the leading and trailing zeros
and convert to whole numbers). This 69444 harmonic
(and 169444) is a basic building block of the universe
(and anti-universe).
REMEMBER TEE NUMBER
694443!
This harmonic varies in relation to the
geometric distance from the center of the Earth. He
discovered a lattice grid electromagnetic
harmonic
pattern on the Earth that is divided into grid squares of
6 minutes of arc each, or more precisely 5.90165
degrees, whose reciprocal is 0.169444. When Cathie
learned this, he was able to accurately predict the time
and location of future nuclear tests (you will have to
read his books for details)!
Cathie (who was in New Zealand) noticed the
Americans had a base at Kauri Point, New Zealand,
and another at Woodbourne, near Blenheim, in the
South Island. Remember that harmonics can move up
or down the scale by multiplying or dividing by 6 or 60.
He measured these stations and found that the distance
between stations was 284.9006 minutes of arc
Multiplied by 6, nine times =
(nautical miles).
2.87114. The square root of the 2871140 harmonic is
1694443 harmonic.
The latitudinal displacement between the two
stations was 4.70666 degrees, which equals 16944
seconds of arc.
The longitude of Kauri Point is equal to 174’ 42’.
If we subtract 90° from this value to determine the
position of Kauri Point within the appropriate 90°
sector, we have 84” 42’ which equals 84.7 which is half
of 169.4 harmonic. Cathie said “...it has been found
that this particular harmonic (169444) has a direct
connection with communication; particularly
space
communications.~
The Pentagon’s High-frequency
Active Aurora1
Research
Project (HAARP) at Gakona, Alaska,
consists of 360 (6 x 60) transmitter antennas, each 72
(6 x 12) feet tall. Is the Pentagon aware of the Earth’s
electrogeometric
grid pattern? Bruce Cathie claims
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that it is.
Nicola Tesla knew that matter was a complex
matrix of wave-forms locked together by harmonic
resonance.
Tesla stated:
“Long ago he [man]
recognized that all perceptible matter comes from a
primary substance, of a tenuity beyond conception,
filling all space, the Akasa of Luminiferous Ether,
which is acted upon by the life-giving prana or creative
force, calling into existence, in never-ending cycles,
all things and phenomena.
The primary substance,
thrown into infinitesimal
whirls of prodigious
velocity, becomes gross matter, the force subsiding.
The motion ceases
matter disappears, reverting to
the primary substance.” He was saying that all matter
comes into existence from a tremendous amount of
“Luminiferous” (Light) energy (potential) that exists
in what we are calling the empty vacuum of space and
what Einstein, Rayleigh and so many others called the
ether.
Tesla set up a laboratory at’colorado
Springs,
which is 38O 50’ North latitude and lOI 52’ 22” West
longitude.
The distance from there to the North Pole would be
5 1.174548
The distance from the equator is 38.825453
degrees.
Difference is 12.349095 degrees.
Divided by 6 is 2.0581825 units.
Multiplied by 2 is 4.116365 units.
Squared is 16.9444 units.
The difference between 104’ 52’ 22” west and
90° 00’ 00” is 694.44 minutes of arc.
This same area is now where the North
American Air Defense Command (NORAD) is
located.
Cathie says “The harmonic 16944 is related to
MASS, GRAVITY and COMMUNICATION....” (p.
109,
Cathie pointed out that the ancients were
apparently aware of the Earth harmonics.
One
example he used was the Piri Re’is map, transcribed in
1513, and copied from an unknown older map. It
showed South America and Africa in the correct
which was not possible to
relative
longitudes,
determine in the 16th century. Charles Hapgood of
Keene State College and the United States Navy
Hydrographic office among others decided to study the
map and found that it had been divided by using a
circle which was divided into 16 equal triangular
segments (like the spokes of a wheel) of 22 l/2 degrees
each (22 l/2” X 16 = 3600). Hapgood’s book
gives the math of what they
learned. The center of the circle was to the east of the
map in a section that was torn off and missing. By
using trigonometric projection, they determined that
the center of the circle was at 23.5’ North and 30.0’
East, which was at the intersection of the Tropic of
Cancer and the Meridian of Alexandria, Egypt (the
ancient equivalent of Greenwich). Since they knew the
length of one side of the triangle and had a 90’ angle,
they were able to determine that the radius of the circle
was 69.5’ of arc, very close to the natural Earth
harmonic geometric of 6944 and the reciprocal of the
pure harmonic of light. The distance from this center
to the North Pole was also 69.5’ of arc. Another point
of the map figured to 69.4 lo, and a third point figured
to 69.42O.

Mecca is 21’ 23’ 38.32458” North and 39O 49’ 37”
East. This is equal to 1283.638743 minutes of arc
north. The distance to the North Pole is 4116.361257
minutes of arc. The square of this number is 1694443
harmonic.
The location of the Fatima apparitions was 39’ 37’
54.45” north and 8” 36’ 40.5” west. The great circle
distance from Mecca is 2693.645 minutes of arc
(nautical miles). Tesla tried to build a transmitter at
Wardenclyffe, Long Island, New York, which would
have supplied free energy to the whole world, but was
stopped by the bankers. The location of Wardenclyffe
was 40’ 56’ 50.3” north/72’ 53’ 55.6” west. The great
circle displacement from the transmitter to a point on
longitude 180° 00’ 00” at the same latitude was
269375.75 seconds of arc. Cathie said: “This was
extremely close to the energy harmonic derived from
the unified equation in relation to the speed of light at
the Earth’s surface, found in my latest research:
Bruce Cathie calls this the
269364.5 harmonic.”
Unified Field Harmonic.
His Unified Harmonic Equation 3 is:
E=
Jt(Zc+ Jl/Zc)(2c)‘]
where c = 144,000
minutes of arc per grid second reduced by the harmonic
of the Golden Ratio (phi) number 1618.034 or the
harmonic of “c” 1618.034 (144000 - 161.8034 =
143838.1966).
Therefore, the harmonic of 2c =
287676.3932. Solve for E:
E =J[287676.3932+J(1/287676.3932)(287676.3932)*]
Using harmonics,
E =J[(2876763932 + 5895869843) (827577072)]
= J(8772633775 x 827577072)
= J7260030574
E =J2694444 harmonic
This harmonic varies very slightly depending on
whether it is in air or in vacuum, or whether gravity or
electromagnetics.
“Matter
antimatter
are
Cathie states:
the same wave-motions in space. The
waves travel through space in a spiralling

p. 27,
He
“Matter is formed through the positive
continues:
state, or pulse, and antimatter through the negative
pulse. Each spiral of 360’ forms a single pulse. Tbe
circular
about the
therefore an illusion.”
The anti-matter side of the cycle is being ignored
by most in electromagnetics, although astronomers are
beginning to learn more about the anti-matter spirals
in the universe (a recent example is the article on the
front page, “Enormous Plume of
Antimatter Alters View of the Milky Way”, April 29,
1997).
The Seitun Coptic Church in Egypt is at 30’ 05’
The great circle
27.52” north/31’18’20.3”
east.
distance between the focal point and Mecca is:
695.4307 minutes of arc. The displacement in latitude
is 31309.1958 seconds of arc. This multiplied by 60
A circle of this
equals 1878551.748 harmonic.
diameter would have a circumference of 5901644.371
units which is the reciprocal harmonic of 1694443.
.
On November 28, 1975, a 17-year-old girl in the
Portuguese city of Oporto had a visitation from one she
thought to be Christ and she called Jesus. She started
fasting and continued for
She has not had any
food or drink since that day, to the consternation of
many medical experts. Thousands of pilgrims travel to
see her. it turns out that this location (41’ 09’ north)
is in a harmonic relationship with Mecca and the
Let’s look at some other items. The following Vatican.
Hatonn stated, in the July 28, 1992, issue of
information comes from the
(now called
p. 29, that
(now called
Volume XII, Number 12.
spacecraft come into visibility at a
The location of a focal point within the city of extraterrestrial
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harmonic resonance of 169443 (I don’t know if this is
a typo; it is not exactly the same as 1694443). This is
exactly what Bruce Cathie discovered, as he learned of
the harmonic grid by first plotting UFO sightings.
Hatonn communicates
by pulse frequency to
Dharma, the main writer for
newspaper, at
a frequency of 16.94443 MHz (I am not sure of the
decimal place). I understand that any radio capable of
tuning the weather satellite band can tune it in.
On 26 July, 1992, the 4824 Intelligence Signal
Monitoring unit, Fort Meade, Maryland, sent the
following message to Col. Bill Straton, Hawaii:
22342226JUL
FR: 4824 INTELLIGENCE SIGNAL MONITORING,
FORT MEADE, MARYLAND
TO: COL. BILL STRATON, HAWAII 9924451232852
lfNOOOOOOON
FOR THE PAST 6 MONTHS BY 8723 ON A 24HR
NO TRANSMISSION ON FREQUENCY 169443
CONTINGENCY
AND ONLY STATIC
WAS
RECORDED. THERE IS NO SIGNAL “PULSED” ON MHz TODAY 2 lOOZ26JUL. THIS CONFIRMS OUR 6
RE: SIGNALS TEHACHAPI, CALIF. OPS.
FREQUENCY 169443 MHz AS CLAIMED BY DORIS MONTH SURVEY THAT PULSING AND OR ANY
EDDYJO EKKER AND DORIS EKKER
OTHER TYPE OF .ACTIVITY HAS NOT OCCURRED
EKKER AND GEORGE GREEN.
ON FRE- QUENCY 169443 MHz.
1.
THE CLAIM THAT DORIS EKKER ALIAS
FINAL
TEST
MONITORING
TODAY
“DHARMA” RECEIVES TRANSMISSIONS FROM A 3.
REGARDS,
SPACECRAFT
COMMANDER ON FREQUENCY (21OOZ26JUL) ON ALLEGATfONS THAT SUCH
N04220.
169443 MHz (REFERENCE
GEORGE
GREEN TRANSMISSIONS
WERE BEING RECEIVED BY
MESSAGE ENDS
STATEMENT) IS WITHOUT FOUNDATION AND DORIS EKKER 20424 BRIAN WAY TEHACHAPI
MESSAGE ENDS
CALIF. NOTHING RECEIVED.
MUST CEASE FORTHWITH.
87837745983764
’
2. THIS FREQUENCY HAS BEEN MONITORED 4. TO COL. STRATON FOLLOWS;

OPAREA ASSIGNMENT

/lNO4220//

End of quote.
It took them
to come to that
conclusion? Part of Hatonn’s amused reply to them
was “I wonder if you tried, just in passing, 169443
KHz? Just wondered! I surely do want you to find
Craft come into
whatever it is you are researching.
visibility at a harmonic resonance of 169443 so
perhaps there is wherein lies your confusion. Please
notify me if there is more I can do for you in regards to
this official matter.”
My friend Robert B. may also find this amusing,
since he was a radio man involved in some of these
situations, perhaps even in communications with this
particular craft on this particular frequency.
I must end here for now.
I hope this discussion has been of benefit to you.
Calvin Burgin
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Larry Harris excerpt from 6124191 CONTACTFront
Page story:

are regional have all the facilities located at small
airstrips around the country. They are deliberately
designed not to draw much attention. These airstrips
will not handle large or even medium class aircraft.
They only handle a single class of aircraft-single
engine, high wing, turbo props that can be used for crop
dusting. The regional biological operations would take
only a couple of days if you are using Anthrax, or a
couple of weeks if you are using Plague to get in
operation. If they were ever questioned from abroad as
to the purpose of the chemostats located at these facilities they can be explained away as holding tanks for
agriculture spray products if they are kept empty.
To get them into operation they are first cycled
through a sterilization phase. Then a special nutrient
broth is introduced and the desired biological agent
(usually Anthrax or Plague) is added. Devices for
rapidly mixing the culture vessel are started and ultra
filtered air is bubbled through the nutrient.
Fresh
nutrient broth (growth medium) from a reservoir is fed
at a constant rate to the culture vessel through a metering pump. A constant volume of culture is maintained
by means of an overflow that removes culture fluid and
the desired bacteria at the same rate as fresh medium is
added. The culture fluid flows into a refrigerated tank
for holding. It is transferred to the aircraft just before
the mission. She further stated that these aircraft have
exceptionally long range and that only one aircraft is
located at each facility. If that aircraft were lost, a
replacement aircraft would be flown in from another
facility. This kept every thing small
very difficult
to detect. I asked her why we didn’t see any Germ
Warfare being waged during the Gulf War. To this she
responded “We did! The Iraqi military adhered, at
least in part, to Soviet military doctrine. Soviet methodology is that chemical warfare would be conducted
with mixed agents. Mixed agents, often referred to as
‘cocktails’, are intended to enhance the capabilities of
nerve agents and defeat the precautions taken by the
enemy. Cocktails can be made by combining a wide
variety of biological toxins, nerve agents, vesicants,
and some biological agents-such as bacteria and fungi.”
Mariam stated that she had personally worked in a
germ warfare laboratory in which they had taken Mycoplasma fermentans (incognitus) and had inserted most
of the envelope gene from HIV. This genetic manipulation rendered a relative benign mycoplasma much
more invasive and pathogenic
capable of attacking
many organs and tissue systems in the body. (This can
be treated effectively with tetracycline as mentioned
later in the book.) Mariam also stated that they also had
isolated and used a form of Bola Zaire virus that took
over 3 to 7 years to kill you. Within the next few years
hundreds of thousands of Desert Storm veterans along
with their families will start dying. She said, “Iraq
thought that the multinational force would respond
with Nuclear Weapons if they had
fast-acting
biologicals.”
the people of North America are in

In September 1991 I re-entered the Ohio State
University and started taking courses in advanced microbiology in preparation for taking my National Registry of Microbiologist Certification Exam. I soon
joined a clique of nontraditional students whose average age was around 40. In that clique was Mariam Arif,
a delightful lady that soon became a close friend.
Mariam was from Iraq and was here studying microbiology. She had an unusual background. One of
her very close relatives, General Arif, had been a
President of Iraq. In April 1966 he was killed in a
helicopter accident.
A long succession of military
coups ended in Saddam Hussein and the Republican
guard coming to power. During the coups Mariam’s
family had suffered much. She said that several members of her family had been hung. She felt it safer to be
in America until she could do something that would
make her famous back in her home country of Iraq.
One morning in February 1993 I had arrived early
to get a parking spot in the rapidly tilling student
parking lot and was having coffee in the small vending
area of the Med-Tech building where our courses were
taught.
The vending area was deserted except for
Mariam Arif and myself I will never forget the way her
face and eyes looked that morning-very
tired and
glossy. I have no doubt that she had gotten little sleep
since the World Trade Center bombing. This was the
Monday after.
She must
thought that her arrest was imminent. She was rambling on as if she were in a daze. She
was silent for a few minutes then she said, “Larry, you
are a dear and
friend and what I am going to tell
you in
minutes you can use to protect
yourself and a few friends. When it is my time to act,
I do not want your death to be
obviously do not know the danger you face concerning
on that?” To this she
the emergence of Biological Warfare as a major threat
to the United States.” She went
to state that nearly replied, “Afew hours ago a band of fanatics blew up the
World
all
this. For when
comes. I am sure we will
North
a
1
a
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way you do not have to have an autoclave. The top of
the container is covered with sterile cloth that you
sterilized inside of a pressure cooker much like the one
you cook in. The batch vessel of choice would be a
metal spray can (stainless steel) much like the one used
to spray your garden or one exterminators use to dispense bug spray. The preferable model is the one that
has the little air pump in the middle which you pump up
when you are ready to spray. To this you would add
your culture. A small heating pad is placed around the
tank. Next, a small air stone and tubing (similar to the
one used in an aquarium) are boiled for at least an hour
and then very aseptically placed in the metal spray can
and hooked up to an aquarium air pump. Introduce
your plague or anthrax starter culture and after an
appropriate amount of time the batch is ready. You
then insert the spray tank’s air pump, pump up the
sprayer and you are ready.” I then asked her, what the
most likely targets would be. She replied, “For one
thing it will not be a target but rather many (hundreds
of) targets simultaneously across the country. A prime
one of these would be the subway systems. Who would
notice another maintenance man down there spraying
for bugs? Other inviting targets are the air ducts of
large offlice buildings.
Or, say a large gathering of
people at a stadium, or simpler yet just sticking it
outside of a building over those crowded streets in
many cities. Who is going to notice a little mist coming
from some building? Several cells (each cell has ten
men and one woman to act as a carrier) will be using
aircraft venturies like the ones that are used to drive the
vacuum instruments on airplanes. They are easily obtained by mail order or from an aircraft supply in this
country. These will be mounted underneath vehicles.
The spray tank will be inside the tubing going to the
venturi (which acts like a carburetor).
When the vehicle is going 60 miles per hour one simply opens the
valve and a fog of death will be coming out behind the
car. Other cells will be using these same venturies
mounted on light aircraft to attack whole cities at a
time.”
I asked her how she would get her bacteria culture.
Mariam replied that it is easy for a woman to hide a
small sealed vial of dehydrated culture inside her body
cavity. She said, “What are they gong to do? Take
every woman entering the country to a little room in the
airport, make them lay on a table with their feet up in
straps and have some one look up their private of
privates? I think not!”
I then asked her, “Why not use something that you
could obtain in this country without going to the effort
of smuggling? To this she replied, “Iraq purchased all
the dehydrated cultures from companies right here in
the United States. They shipped them to Iraq and those
same vials are the ones Iraqi women have been bringing
back to use against this country.
Ironic, isn’t it?”
Mariam said she had made several trips back and forth
between Iraq and the United States, and every time she
came to America she was carrying a vial secreted in her
body cavity.
“What are the microbes of choice?” I asked her.
She responded, “Plague and anthrax are the bacteria of
choice. You see, plague is easy to work with. We take
,the proper amount and kind of antibiotic and we are
reasonably safe. When you are finished you can easily
clean up any spills with disinfectant, and any you miss
will be dead in a couple of days regardless. Anthrax, on
the other hand, will be used by specially trained groups
for attacks on
cells (groups) have to
be extremely careful, thus
detailed training. If you
your clothes and happened to
will strip
years later, it could kill you. So

a

The attacks are centered on three Muslim holy days that
occur in the next few years. The first one comes up in
July 1997, the next in 1999, the next 2001. One thing
is certain, before the year 2002 the population of the
United States will be reduced to less than 50 million.”
Mariam seemed a lot calmer now and her composure
was returning. She said, “Larry why don’t you meet me
on the third story of the main library this afternoon?
We can go up into the towers and find a place where we
r?n have some privacy.
I need to slip back to my
apartment and get some things I want to show you.”
[End quoting]
NOTE: There is more-a lot more in Larry’s book
about the various diseases and methods of treatment, etc.
Larry Wayne Harris, Registered Microbiologist
614-654-1447, Lancaster, Ohio, USA

This is a special report by Peter Kawaja on the news
article of June 24, 1997 in
on Larry Wayne
Harris. Please read that report [above] FIRST, then
refer to the below comments.
(1.) EVERYTHING Harris says about his female
informant, we have to believe him because there is no
tangible/physical
evidence. For me, the scenario is
real. However, read this in its entirety first before coming to any conclusion about my commentary.
(2.) Harris says that she said that “several members of her family had been hung” during the coups
which took place and Saddam came to power. So, she
FLED to America.
(3.) Harris says she said that she felt SAFER in
America until she could do something that would make
her famous back in her home country of Iraq. WHY
did she feel she needed to do anything to be FAMOUS
back in Iraq, especially if Iraqi Saddam MURDERED
her family, and she fled Iraq to feel safe in America,
and would only be AIDING Saddam, who killed her
family. So why would she want to help Iraq or Saddam?
(4.) Now Harris says that she called him a
“TRUSTED FRIEND**, but says she is working for
IRAQ. So, how could Harris be a “trusted friend” of
someone who IS and HAS BEEN for MANY YEARS
(read on) working for Iraq to KILL AMERICANS?
(5.) IF she wanted to get even with Saddam, WHY
is she working in the Holy Jihad to kill Americans for
Saddam?
(6.) If she wanted to be FAMOUS in Iraq, why did
she “secretly” tell Harris about these plans to kill
Americans, instead of going to the American media,
or the CIA, etc., to foil Saddam and get back at him,
and become a BIG MOVIE STAR not only in her country but worldwide and in America, if she had this very
serious and important information?
(7.) Why does an Iraqi woman, whose family was
murdered by Saddam and others, want to help Saddam,
but at the same time, IF she is their convert and IS
working for the HOLY JIHAD, why does she care for a
“few of Harris’s friends”? If you are brainwashed into
being involved in an operation of a Holy War, you are
mind control and totally brainwashed. You do

(8.) If you have carried vials in your body cavity
numerous times through US Customs, you are not
SCARED of being Arrested because someone else (even
if it is another so-called “cell”) blows up a building
somewhere else. You would actually be rejoicing and
NOT scared at all. You would be anxiously awaiting
your turn to kill, you would be envious of those who
got to act now. You would NOT be confessing ANYTHING to any American who is your enemy!
(9.) Harris says: she said, “When it is MY TIME
TO ACT, I do not want your death on my conscience.”
ANYONE who knows anything about those who fight
a HOLY WAR knows beyond the shadow of any doubt
that those committing these terrorist acts HAVE NO
CONSCIENCE, because THEY DO NOT FEEL THEY
ARE DOING WRONG, so they do NOT feel GUILTY!
End of story!
(10.) Amazingly, this woman who is still sold-out
to a Holy Jihad has confessed to an American because
she cares about one man and a few close friends of his
that she doesn’t even know, but she is still going
through with her terrorist activity, as she has stated
(so he says), and she KNOWINGLY will be a part of
the terrorist activity which will KILL SEVERAL HUNDRED MILLION AMERICANS. She has NO GUILTY
feeling for MURDERING HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS
of Children, Women, Priests, Doctors, etc., but has a
conscience about killing a “trusted friend” American?
NO. Absolutely NO WAY, JOSE!
(11.) Harris now says she has SEEN Iraq’s Germ
Warfare Facilities.
ANYONE who has been inside,
AND has knowledge of WHERE these facilities are located-is absolutely a SOLD-OUT Terrorist, and carries SECRET clearance, just like an American Military Officer would have to be, and then even more so,
because those who fight a Holy War, do not do so for
MONEY, or just out of Patriotism for Country, they
BELIEVE they are working for “god”; for GOD. She
would NOT be able to SEE these facilities UNLESS
she was a very high ranking officer, and if so, she is
not going to then CONFESS to Harris, because she is
concerned about a FEW deaths of some Americans,
when she is sworn to KILL, to MURDER HUNDREDS
OF MILLIONS OF AMERICANS. And if she IS a
high-ranking agent, so much she has had access inside, she would NOT be a MULE, but has admitted to
him that she is. This does not Jive!
(12.) She also KNOWS all about Gulf SyndromeAMAZING, now we are getting closer to the TRUTH.
Not yet, just closer. Now we have the TIE, of “why”
this leak to Harris.
(13.) Now AGAIN, on the word of an IRAQI informant whom we cannot verify this with, we have what
the DOD/CIA has denied publicly. YET what THEY
ACTUALLY
WANT EVERYONE
TO REALLY
KNOW/BELIEVE. YES, she says, when Harris asked
her about why we didn’t see any germ warfare in the
Gulf War-and she says, “We did” (meaning we used
it) THERE IT IS, all sing together now: THERE IT
IS. Finally, a way to break it to the Patriot Community first, to the underground media first. Then to
America and the world, a way to have an unknown,
non-existing Iraqi speak for ALL Iraqis and Saddam,
to say that YES, ALL of the Gulf War Illnesses we admit to, it is a done deal. The Iraqis Admit it, but the
DOD denies it. Yes. Americans are dying, people are
dying all over the world, and yes-soon
MILLIONS
will start dropping dead, so NOW, after the movie on
TBS,
and other such releases,
THEY HAVE BEEN WORKING TO BREAK THE
NEWS. Peter
PREDICTED THIS YEARS
AGO!

per- a germ-warfare
had taken Mycoplrsma fermentans @cog&us)
son of the same nationality you will be murdering, or
if you
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GUESS; we don’t have to THINK. UH-OH, but wait,
what about (just ONE example) this just-recent example
of a US veteran who contacted Peter Kawaja and
Kawaja was helping him with his illness (he was NOT
in the Gulf at all, but has ALL the same Symptoms)
that his wife also now has, but as soon (within 24 hours)
of giving this vet Joyce Riley’s phone numbers (he
asked for them), the vet writes back and says, “I did
not know you were aligned with Militia Organizations,
so ‘bye.” The actual words are available to those who
have not seen this info on the Net recently. But the
IMPORTANT THING you do not KNOW, which you
will now know is that this sick vet received these VERY
type of “Mycoplasma PLAGUE Vaccines” in TESTING
that was done HERE IN THE US, by the US Military
on US Military-NOT
IN IRAQ. The STUFF IS AND
WAS ALWAYS HERE! So, all of what is being told to
Harris, or what he is surmising or whatever, is really a
SPIN on what has been happening HERE, but there
has to be an outside enemy that will cause it (although
IT has already happened), so they have an EXCUSE
and REASON for the UN to step in, and the use of the
National Medical ID card, for those who want to live.
See “The Saddest Chapter”, by Peter Kawaja.)
Nancy Nicolson has confirmed that this was done
HERE in the US, not in Iraq. So, whatever is or could
be being smuggled in from Iraq wouldn’t be the SAME
stuff that Harris was told. That PLAGUE, was manufactured here and NOT sold to Saddam, he got simple
%ulturesn -per Riegle Report.
(15.) Harris now also says that she says they used
a form of “Bola Zaire”. I assume this was perhaps a
TYPO error, meant to be EBOLA ZAIRE. But say,
isn’t that taken from Peter Kawaja’s “THE SADDEST
CHAPTER OF AMERICAN HISTORY”? So, is this
story sorta TRUE, but the PLAYERS, etc., are changed.
All of what is being read is a SPIN and excerpts from
various different sources. Go back and read “The Saddest Chapter” re Ebola Reston (strain) vs. Zaire “taking years to kill you...“.
(16.) To again CONFIRM that this informant is
still sold-out to the Holy Jihad, Harris now says that
she said: “A few hours ago a band of fanatics blew up
the WTC. I am sure that my BELOVED IRAQ did
NOT do this. For when payback comes, I am sure we
will demand at least one American life for every one
of my countymen that you butchered.
We would not
settle for some silly old building.” REPEAT and PAY
ATTENTION
MY
she
is confessing to Harris and risking failure (exposing)
of her (and all others’) mission, to save a few Americans? BULLSHIT.
Pay
special attention to the BOLDED words. And this is
the very same woman who says, “WE will demand at
least ONE American life” (yet she is warning an American, Harris) “for every one of MY COUNTRYMEN”,
so it is personal to her; this IS a Holy Jihad. “That
YOU BUTCHERED”so she is warning an American. One American and a few of his “friends” so they
won’t be killed, but she is fighting the Holy War and is
determined to Murder Hundreds of Millions of Americans to get even, and she would Jeopardize the entire
Mission by warning an American? And this intelligence agent of Iraq, who has SECRET clearance to get
into this secret Iraqi facilities where UN troops cannot
find even now, is STUPID to confess to an American,
and she is NOT thinking that this guy is an American,
and he is NOT going to warn the US Government?
What an INSULT to Women, period.
(17.) Harris then asks her if she knows HOW this
attack would be carried out, and her answer is, “Don’t
be silly. Of course I know.” This intelligence agent of
Iraq, this woman who is going to get even with Americans for BUTCHERING her countrymen, now freely
not only warns an American, but goes into MINUTE
DETAIL of HOW it will happen. Why do you confess
to a single man if you want to stop the action? You go
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to the U.S. MILITARY or the like. And if you are simply warning him to save ONLY his life, you warn him
to get out of the country, you do NOT give him all the
detailed information, a full and complete confession,
and risk him exposing this MAJOR terrorist plan. The
DETAILS are a Dead (pardon the pun) Giveaway.
(18) The “pieta-de resistance”:
Iraq purchased
the dehydrated cultures legally from the U.S., and now
the Iraqis are going to SMUGGLE the stuff they
brought here in America, BACK INTO THE COUNTRY. EVEN IF IT IS TRUE, then the cultures needed
for this holy war, would not have left the country.
ANYONE DEVIOUS ENOUGH to figure out this
LONG RANGE plan, and the plan IS to kill Americans after all, would have simply bought the materials
LIKE HARRIS himself did-legally
here, would not
even need an Export License-and
the terrorist plan
would have more of a chance of success to be kept SECRET. WHY risk MANY trips using MANY women
smuggling back in vials in their body cavity. YES,
even though I do not think much of the U.S. Customs
Service, they do in fact at random, perform body cavity searches for DRUGS; matter of FACT, many women
have been caught smuggling drugs into this country
via condoms in the sexual cavity, anus and stomach.
GIVE ME A BREAK HERE. Miriam even then says
she made several trips ALREADY, carrying the stuff.
(19) Iraqis and others do not need to smuggle back
Anthrax, etc., into the U.S.: it is still READILY AVAILABLE here. As to physically searching body cavities,
the statement by this supposed Iraqi intelligence agent,
who MUST BE an intelligent woman and
by
Saddam, is not rational. She would know, as many
know, that the screening (X-ray) type equipment now
used at MOST if not all airports, etc., allows a “special” (concealed-remote) operator to SEE right through
clothing and right through your body/muscle/tissue to
your bones, similar to the movie
Law
Enforcement has had this technology (much less the
Military) for many years and it is now in use, BUT
NOT TOLD to the civilian populations. I have a copy
of some of the SOFTWARE, having been a Security
Consultant to Airport Security Projects, Defense Contractors and the like. They can see ANY foreign material/matter inside your body, such as a CONDOM with
its contents. They may not be able to tell if it is Anthrax or drugs, but THAT, dear friends, is how Customs ends up catching some of the drugs. These supposed RANDOM checks aren’t random at all. By NOT
telling the public they can do (use) these things-you
do not complain about invasion of your rights or body,
or right to privacy. Much less, whether this may affect
pregnant women. I can give you a demo of this software. PLEASE LET ME NOT WASTE MORE TIME
ON THIS.
(20.) It is AGAIN interesting that the VERY thing
these Iraqis and others are supposed to bombard us with
are the VERY things ALREADY RELEASED in the
GULF WAR-BUT BY WHOM? (AHHHH, ask yourself, WHY is Peter Kawaja’s EVIDENCE sealed as US
NATIONAL SECURITY, and WHY was it taken with
a WAR POWERS ACT Search Warrant?
THINK
America, THINK.) The PLAGUE and Anthrax-EXACTLY what this veteran (and others that Peter Kawaja
was helping) has on his paperwork that they did not
think he had a copy of, and THAT again, dear friends,
is WHY all of a sudden, after he was THANKING ME
for all the help I was giving him, within 24 hours of
knowing Joyce Riley’s numbers and he told them I was
helping him, THEY HAD TO PULL HIM AWAYFROM
ME. Every time a vet with any evidence comes forward, the vet DISAPPEARS. Joyce riley has been ADVERTISING for over two years for vets to SEND HER
THEIR EVIDENCE. Where did over TWO YEARS
OF EVIDENCE THAT SHE ACCUMULATED GO TO,
AND WHO HAS IT? The attorneys representing Gulf
Vets Associations in (supposed?) lawsuits against some
of the chemical companies, doing the same thing. A
disguised-in
event anyone kept or got hold of their

“VA Hard Files”/Vaccine Records and such-SHADES
OF THE MURRAH BUILDING BOMBING!
I WISH TO THANK
for also printing
the additional information, by OTHERS besides Harris, explanations of the timely events to unfold. YES,
at least someone else has asked a few questions, like “I
have to wonder who tipped of the authorities...“, referring to the supposed arrests in IOWA of women carrying bacteria inside their body cavities. Isn’t it just
peachy-keen that we, ACCIDENTALLY, OF COURSE,
got hold of that controlled leak? I thought the CONarticle said that the authorities wouldn’t want
the public to know and panic? It certainly couldn’t be
something used to solidify/confirm this plan leaked to
Harris, for us, would it? Please refer to the [previous]
articles in their entirety for ALL of the information in original form and content.
The Harris Story Scenario is very real. I am not
stating that-Harris is not genuinely reportingwhat was
told to him. The FACT that he WAS a CIA operative
or contracted person, may not mean anything. However, as you will read in
someone else
brought up the POINT that Harris may have been fed a
line for an ulterior reason. He may very well be another
lo] Tim McVeigh-being
USED
UNwittingly, to expose a REAL scenario, but to once
again throw the blame elsewhere. The PLAGUE has
already been released; you have NOT heard Peter
Kawaja-because
Joyce Riley and those who promoted
“their mouthpiece”-so
you do not know the FACTS
yet.
These biological-warfare
agents (supposedly)
which will be used on Americans by Iraqis for me is a
Trojan Horse because of what I already know.
I could make MANY further comments and have
broken down the entire Harris book. I believe him; he
seems sincere and his scenario is REAL. There is just
one difference-a
MAJOR difference. The PLAGUES
of the PALE HORSE have already been released. Gulf
veterans have returned to the US, and been living in
the civilian communities for YEARS now. This is the
RIGHT TIME for people to START DROPPING LIKE
FLIES.
Their blood has been distributed to civilian hospitals across America for YEARS, through the blooddonor program of the American Red Cross, by the INCENTIVE PROGRAMS of WALTER REED ARMY
MEDICAL. MILLIONS of Americans are ALREADY
CARRIERS-WAITING
for Part-2 of Part- 1.
What Harris was told is very close. Sure, Iraqis
and others may be the ones USED to do the actual
“spraying” to ACTIVATE what is already inside the
general civilian population.
I am sure the CIA/
MOSAAD, et al., can find a whole lot of Iraqis (perhaps some of those brought in a long time ago by
George Bush) who hate Americans, and like McVeigh,
through mind control, through mind-altering drugs,
through MK-ULTRA, whatever, convince these few
THROW-AWAYS, that here is their chance to get back
at America. Always a scapegoat.
There is so much to this story, it cannot be told
here. I do not dispute Mr. Harris’s story, nor consider
him a fraud. However-there
is the however. My days
are numbered, but so are yourr. No one listened when
Peter Kawaja tried to tell his story. Thanks to COATthe very tip of the iceberg was told, and thanks
to
and people like Steve Quayle, another
portion is unfolding, BUT it is NOT what Harris “believes” he has been told is WHO, HOW, or really WHY.
It is a done deal. The ENEMY IS WITHIN.
WHO STANDS TO GAIN? WHO IS POINTING
THE FINGER7
WHO IS THE INTENDED VICTIM-BUT
IS ACTUALLY THE OPPRESSOR OF AMERICANS?
GULF WAR CRIMES-The
Conspiracy to Conceal
the (REAL) Evidence,
PALE
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From a FAX, 6/20/97, [quoting:]
The THALIDOMIDE of the 90s is ASPARTAME otherWiseknownasEQUAL, NuTRASWEETor SPOONFUL. In
1992
explained the dangers:
In pregnancy the effects of Aspartame can be passed
directly onto the fetus, even invery small doses. Some people
have suffered Aspartame-related disorders with doses as
small as that carried in a single stick of chewing gum. This
could mean a pilot who drinks diet sodas is more susceptible
to flicker vertigo, or to flicker-induced epileptic activity. It
also means that alI pilots are potential victims of sudden
memory loss, dizziness during instrument flight and gradual
loss of vision.
Some pilots have experienced grand sekures in the
cockpits of commerciaI airline flights and have lost medical
certification to fly, [an4 with it their careers.
received more
10,000 consumer complaints on
NutraPoison. That’s 80% of all complaints about food
~ti~,yettheyremaincomatoseandhave~~nothingto
alert the American pllblic who assume that since it’s so highly
advertised, it must be safe as mother’s milk. The FDA
consistently approves killer drugs as the February ‘94 Owl
u4GAzINErepor&ed:
If you are using Aspartame and have headaches, depression, slurred speech,
fibromyalgia-type sympof sensation in lower
or shooting pains, loss of
eqilibrium, vertigo, anxiety attacks, chronic fatigue, vision
loss, floaters, retinal detachment, seizures, heart palpitations,
etc., you have ASPARTAME DISEASE! Many physicians
are diagnosing multiple sclerosis when in reality it is methano1 toxicity which mimics MS. Get off tb.is dangerous drug
rightaway.MSisnatadeathsentence,butmaband~~~is!
Sl%ofFDA-approvedd~gshaveseriousrisksandcould
causeadversereactionsthatleadtosevereorpermanen
t
disability or death. The Centers for Disease Control, Johns
Hopkins University, and the New Jersey School of

Similarly, the American Diabetic Association, which
receives megafunds fkom NutraSweet, ignored a 1987 abstract
submitted by Dr. H. J. Roberts (world expert on Aspartame
and diabetic specialist) summarizing 58 diabetic Aspartame
reactors. He says “I now advise ALL patients with diabetes
and hypoglycemia to avoid Asparkme products.” Russell
Blaylock, M.D., Neurosurgeon, in his book,
clinical
diabetes! He says that excitotoxins, which can be found in
such ingredients as NutraSweet, literally stimulate neurons to
causing brain damage of varying degrees.
Press: l-800&3-2665.
Also, “What really concerns me
is its association with brain tumors as well
and formic [acid?] (Ant Sting Poison). Formaldehyde, a about me
deadly neurotoxin, is common embalming fluid, a Class A ss~pancreatic,utelineaIKlaariant..andthatsomanydevelap
Carcinogen. Phenylalanine is also neurotoxic when: unac- anAlzh+n&*Iikesyndmmewithprdongad~.”
companied by the other amino acids in proteins. Aspartic acid
causes brain lesions in neumendocrine disorders in experimental animals. Thtxe are 92 docmwed~~
Headaches, numbness, fatigue, blurred vision, heart palof pounds every year!
p&ions, memory loss, dizziness, muscle spasms, weight
gain, irritability, anxiety attacks, vertigo, seizures, rashes, This warning should be on every AspartsmeMutraSweetl
blindness, tachycardia, tin&us, joint pain, nausea, depres- EquaI/Spoonful product: CHEMICAL POISON: KEEP OUT
sion, hearing loss, slurred speech, loss of taste and insomnia.
NutraSweetisin5,000foods(~9000by1997)andon
to follow;
every restauranttableforthesamereasonstobaccoiseverywhere: Greed, Addiction and Profit! The NutraSweet ComAUTHORITIES: H. J. ROBERTS, MD., F.A.C.P.,
panyandsisterSearle(whosechemistsdisawenxlAspartame
whiletestinganulcerdnrg)areownedbyMonsanto.
Ifyou’re F.C.C.P. BCKKS-PUBLICATIONS: Aspo*tmnc:Is Sqfi?
taking other medicine, consider possible reactions you may The Charles Press, PO Box 157 15S, Philadelphia PA 19103
have. In1969SearleapproachedDr.HarryWaismantostudy
theefkts of Aspartame on primates. Seven infant monkeys
(Dr.
were fed the chemkal in milk. One died after 300 days, 5 2408
othershadGrandMalseizmes.
!karle deleted these findings Roberts explains how Aspamme can es&ate Alzheimer’s).
1 -800-814-9800
when they submitted this study to the
The best way to
Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, inch&xl in who ‘s,yl’to
understand NutraSweet is to think of it as a minute dose of
nerve gas that eradicates brain and nerve funaions.
and
lected by a national medical publication as “The Best Doctor
in the U.S”.
BARBARA ALEXANDER MULLARKEY (708) 848-O116
Brain tumors and other cancers, Multiple sclerosis, Epilepsy, Fibromyalgia, Graves Disease, Chronic fatigue syndrome, Epstein Barr, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, Diabetes, Oak Pa& Illinois 60303
Mental retardation, Lymphoma, Birth defm and Systemic
Lupus Death!
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
surveyed80peoplewhosufI&dbrainsekures
afkreatingor
A leading Anti-Aspartame
ecologydrinking products with Aspa&mx. Said the Community
of Oak Park,
Nutrition Institute: “These 80 cases meet the
definition of an immknt hazard to the public health, which IlIinois. Publisher ofNufri Voice Newsletier; Nutrition editor,

health. MonsantoreapsS2billion/yearfkomtk&artame

WmylalanineinAspartarmlowerstheseizurethresholdin

irquiry to

paranok

then went to work fw their public

SoPr&&ntClinton,DietCokeinhand,programs
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NO MORE CHRISTIAN
ACCUSATIONS
OR FAR OUT

STUFF.

There aren’t any more possibilities of taunting and
lying and cheating and accusing us of invisible E.T.s
who hype commercial ventures or to get distracted off
onto as a sideshow. There aren’t any silly games to be
played-they
blew their wad with EXTRA and TV
programming.
We have a clean bill of health while “they” are still
up for prosecution by such as
if people here
choose to legally investigate the culprits who lied to the
crews. The crew told the world exactly WHO was
behind their unfortunate programming.
And who gains from all this hype and lies? The
attorneys and no other.
I would like to share an article sent to us by a dear
and long-term reader, PC. It is taken fromdntishyster,
Volume 1, No. 1:
[QUOTING:]

Well, having lost two hours of work to the computer monster, it is not with festive heart that we
I will trust that E.J. got enough of our
proceed.
message, for all callers who want interviews with
Hatonn, to simply give them a negative response.
“CLEVER”

ADVERSARIES

Until we get rid of our leeches and blood-sucking
groupies, we are not going to do anything public
beyo Id an occasional meeting to have cake and punch.
This last round of criminal actions being taken by the
Horn, Brent, Abbott and Horton team of attorney scumsuckers is about the limit of my patience, and who
knows about the feelings of the rest of you.
About two years ago things were falling apart in
the ranks of such as Ence and Cleary, Tuten and Green.
On one occasion, while Ence was President of the
Phoenix Institute For Research & Education, Ltd., and
Cleary was on the Board, a funny thing happenedjust
before they resigned and ran for shelter from their
actions. There was a call to Nevada Corporate Headquarters with a request by Ence and Cleary for copies
of all the corporations’ papers for two corporations,
P.I. and one we shall leave unnamed because the
important parties know exactly which ones are in point
and they have now been tampered and we don’t want to
spoil the legal evidence.
When they were told this was not ethical nor
possible, they went about getting the books. On that
following day both men were SEEN going through the
corporate records in the Editor’s room, behind the
partition-hiding.
The next amusing thing was that, as with the Tuten
heist of three corporations’ records from NCH, the
corporate record books were taken. At first this was
not noticed as the seals and records were kept separately because they were constantly in use, but the
books were held and without cause for use because the
records are maintained in files. This did, however,
mean that the stock certificates and ledgers were gone.
This has no impact particularly in most instances
because the stock is
issued and
books them-

separate records. However, the things happening now,
as we are informed, are greatly interesting if nothing
else.
Our mystery caller has informed us that, when
plans were being made to “pull down” the Ekkers and
PI. and make sure the gold (Gverton’s) flowed to
“them, the planners” it went something like this:
In a conference call in which speakers were at the
least, Horn, Jason Brent, Abbott and Horton, and possibly others, they were chortling
they now had
“‘em and that they had the books and stock” and it
would simply be issued to “their” parties and at the
time, then, that the gold might be delivered to the
Phoenix Institute they would produce the documents
proving they owned the Institute and the gold would go
directly into their hands. NO THANK YOU.
Books were replaced-DO
YOU THINK US TO BE
TOTAL FOOLS?
That aside, there is now full implication of, at the
least, Fort, Beam, Ence, Cleary, Tuten, Green(s) and
those four lawyers. Their “coup” has turned into a
“cough-cough” and they haven’t even seemed to realize
have used so much stuff out of the
as much. And
US&P FILES as to suck those poor souls right back into
the fray with updated reinstatement of the TIME SEGMENTS for finding involvement in this fraud, criminal
intent and action-without
expiration of limitation.
They planned to re-incorporate the entities in outside states and in Nevada with VERY SIMILAR but
rearranged titles. The plan was to, of course, incorporate and produce records when appropriate in Texas
where the case is being considered, or Delaware or
Wyoming where rules are quite sheltering. Now aren’t
we just thrilled to know
upstanding people, former
Priests, former claimers of God’s work, Godly “seeking
and searching” and thus and so? You just never know,
do you? Did they get this accomplished?
Well, yes
indeed, we DO KNOW!
And just who let us in on the subterfuge? One of the
judges in Nevada, who we will leave unnamed, who
gave us the information IN AND FROM ANOTHER
CASE. These judges are beginning to feel that frying
pan burn through and onto their assets.
It
and all but an invalid who

BEATING
PLOWSHARES
SWORDS

INTO

by Alfred Adask

$1

MILLION

PER

One-half TRILLION dollars? Lost annually from
our Gross National Product as a consequence of our
legal system?
That’s what the authors of
claim. They explain that
“each lawyer in the country is draining S 1 million from
the nation’s economy-many
in the quest to acquire the
wealth of others.” And they aren’t talking about legal
fees. They are talking about the generally unseen
consequences of a legal system that’s threatening to
destroy our nation’s economy and our standard of
living.
One million dollars.
Per year. Per &I
friendly local attorney.
We bandy such big numbers about in our society
that we’re sometimes bored rather than astonished by a
long string of zeros. Figures like $500,000,000,000.00
(one-half trillion dollars) seem so remote from every
day life that they are often dismissed as personally
irrelevant.
Here’s a little perspective: one-half trillion dollars
per year is double our worst federal budget deficit. It’s
nearly three times as much as we recently spent
year to defend Western Europe and NATO from Communism and the Soviet Union.
Or, from another perspective, one million dollars
per attorney per year is five times the federal
government’s estimated “societal cost” of the average
drug addict. This suggests
How’s that for personal relevance?
Many of us realize intuitively
best legal
system in
world” is wreaking incredible damage on
individual lives. But until now
been little
a
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cated as the title. Perhaps easy reading is necessarily
difficult for a book with so much original thought,
insight, and new information.
Whatever the reason,
the book is at least “challenging”.
However, according to the index and table of contents, only about 20 pages of the entire work relates
directly to attorneys. And those twenty pages are not
buried in differential equations; they are “accessible”,
even to laymen like myself. They are powerful and
important. The text and graphs provide the first concrete estimates I’ve seen of the real economic consequences of our legal system.
More importantly, this is not the work of another
individual or group on the “lunatic fringe” of legal
reform.
is the work of three competent, respected economics professors described as “pioneers of modern
political economy”. They each hold positions of respect in their universities. The text is based on nearly
two decades of research.
The work’s credibility is important. Why? Because this book cannot be dismissed by attorneys as
mere lawyer-bashing.
If
receives enough attention, it may force the
various Bar associations to offer counter-arguments
defending themselves and their profession as being
“not all that bad”, or perhaps even beneficial to the
nation. For my money, anvthinq that compels open
public discussion on our legal system, anvthinq that
drives the shysters out from behind their cloaks of
immunity, secrecy, and silence, is good for this nation.

and Leslie Young (V.F. Nehaus Professor of Finance
and Economics at the University of Texas at Austin);
published by the Cambridge University Press, 110 Midland, Port Chester, NY 10573. $55.00 hard cover.
S 18.00 paperback 9ISBN O-52 I-37700-5).

nightmare system of “get-the-public”.
By
you have been fortunate enough to avoid all collisions
with any courts, congratulations!
But don’t hold your

TRAPS ONE OF THESE DAYS.
By the way, it never matters how much money you
[END OF QUOTING]
have been trapped into paying these serpents-they
will turn on you and eat your proverbial lunch
Now, please, Editors and Layout team: Please scan chance they get, in almost all instances. They will tell
into the paper the attached page of print called:
it is
while they strip your bank
will find accounts and gather with the opposition and divulge all
that the amusement you feel is actually very sick humor the private information which can be used against you
in the pit of your tummies if you have had any dealings while telling you about it in the
documents
directly with attorneys or
within the letting themselves out of your case. The judge will

Bar of Texas to practice
jurisdiction
over

7.02

can

interpret 7.01 a it ove is deemed to
think like an attorney and may be

that potential.
While
won’t make the New
best-seller
list, it should validate the visceral anger a lot of people
already feel for our legal system. Hopefully, it will
also lay
foundation for several more books on legal
reform that will reach the best-seller lists. And it may
inspire dozens, possibly hundreds of legal reform essays to be written and published in magazines and
newspapers across the nation.
If you write books or essays on legal reform, buy a
copy of
It’s a foundation text, an essential reference. It’s a
plowshare

8.00
200

/ Attorneys /

courtrooms,

law libraries,

gay
ambulances, or hospital?.
9.00
If an attorney is electd to
ovemment office, it shall be a
f

“Ambulance!“, or “Free
purpose
of trapping
attorneys.

a
through it, and start hammering on

10.00

a
a
accident

victim,

6.00

a

want
lay

in

100

1.00
Any person with valid
TEXAS state hunting license

BMW
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a
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am

(non-commercial)
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2.00
a

Two-faced Tort Teaser
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move right along WITH THEM. Oddly enough, they
don’t seem in the least concerned that their joint ventures are illegal, immoral and unethical, even according to their own rules of ethics.
But, the minute
anything goes amiss-thg
will tell on one another like
babbling brooks at flood-stage.
We are reaping the
rewards of this kind of loyalty as we write, as the guilty
cluster parties are starting to tell ON EACH OTHER in
order to place the blame on the more foolish and
ignorant dum-dums, while they keep their ever-driveling noses out of the traps springing right and left on
their same noses. Oh indeed, the Betty Tutens and Rod
Ences, Clearys and even, yea, the Greens, will pay
dearly while they turn evidence and plead innocence
and “we were told that....by Ms./k& So-and-So.” How
deeply do you expect the unsuspecting people to get
sunk in the mire before they wise up and realize their
only recourse is to move against the very snakes in the
viper pit? Betty and now Ence and Cleary are already
in and buried over their heads-with
criminal actions
now proven. Do they actually think the lawyers will
defend them? Not on your hanky-pank-par&.
YOU
NICE PEOPLE KNEW FROM THE START THAT
ABBOTT, FOR INSTANCE, IS A DRUNK AND TELLS
EVERYTHING EVER TOLD TO HIM AND BRAGS
ABOUT IT DAY AND NIGHT-ESPECIALLY
AT
THE LOCAL BARS, AT NIGHT. So, may all of you
colleagues in crime rest well and have good nights at
sleep-or
save it for when you can’t do anything else
with your time.
Have WE learned some good hard lessons? Oh
indeed we have and, as we have been HAD royally, we
have really LEARNED A UNIVERSITY COURSE FULL
OF LESSONS.
I am also asked to, before I leave, comment on
poss. ble activities in the middle of August, next month.
I am perhaps not the one to ask for input. I am available
IF we are not needed elsewhere for other reasons as
regards legal attendings or funding needs.
My suggestion is that you might well want to go
right ahead and make plans IF (IF) others than Ekkers
and Martin make ALL the arrangements and simply
allow us to participate, bring pot luck as others decide,
etc. I had hoped that instead of the meeting in Las
Vegas that perhaps the Corporations people could spend
a couple or three days on the workings of corporations
from upstart to ongoing maintaining of records for you
will have need to know these things and properly apply
your knowledge.
We are flexible and it might be noted that Little
Crow has said he would join us at that time on the
Saturday or Sunday as would be applicable. This would
be a special thing for all of us. I also believe it to be a
wonderful time to get your musicians in connection and
let us have some fun while we do some work. I do,
however, leave this to you. We will be taking the
opportunity to celebrate the union of Jeff and Alysia,
our most special children, and therefore the persons in
our reading audience will want to know that ahead of
time. We are grateful to be allowed the sharing as they
had a very quiet wedding without causing disruption in
the work-load; they will have their day in the sunshine
for being so thoughtful and giving in their time load.
I believe that is sufficient for now. Thank you.
THE

WIZARD

OF

The physiology of the body is basically governed by the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body; the tissues make up the organs such as the heart or liver which,
in turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony with each other to keep the entire body functioning.
If the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning (for whatever reason), every organ system is
affected. To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s
breakdown or the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
is a product that is said to help correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the
ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/
RNA blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality which allows it to
off an incoming virus
and maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn, within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune system, because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like
free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point of
exhaustion-eventually
leading to dis-ease. Another benefit from consuming
and nature to thrive on the invisible,
higher photon frequencies which are bombarding us daily.
is able to speed up the frequency levels of the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring
in and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a two-fold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell
to withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect
ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams that are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the tongue. However, with the growing number of
“manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better.
One ounce or more per day may produce faster and more effective results.
AquaGaia was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and
to produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for survival of the body systems.
is also said to feed on vessel plaques adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by
the age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial walls due to the American diet that is filled with
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
This product provides added fuel to any compromised system to assist in strengthening the immune system,
as well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body.
Both
and
work in harmony to strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by
working together within the cell structure itself.
and
are said to be safe for children and pets, and can be taken with other
medications without incident.
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Here is the one radio every prepared cituen
must have. A revolutionary hand crank
generator powers the radii for 30 minutes
,
from only 20 seconds of winding! Needs no
batteries. you are guaranteed Shortwave,
AM and FM reception no matter what! This mi
radio does not reqwe electricity or batterties
but Instead runs all functions on one 20
second winding. Award winning desgn has easy fkp out crank,
rugged ASS plastic c%sa, large
quakty speaker, antennas for
both shortwave and AM/FM reception, easy to view frequency
tuner, opttonal jacks and much more. Weight 6 S/4 Ibs. size 16’L x
12’H x B’D, warranty. This radii has won praise, endorsements,
and awards from all over the world, and has proved Itself worthy in
some of the remotest pomts on the planet. And, if all this were not
reason enough, this radio IS good lookmg too; so enjoy it in your
home-but make no mistake, your radio is built for the most rugged
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World Order crooks) might ACTUALLY be instigating any upcoming bug attack, is a matter of question,
but you can be sure such will be blamed upon the innocent, for the usual NW0 political agenda reasons.
3. Ray Renick, who exposed the San Luis Obispo,
CA, den of Reagan-related high-level crooks in the New
World Order cast of characters, and who is currently
in prison, recently pointed out that the 1,260 days of
Revelation in the
if we count backward from the
end of the century on Dec. 3 1, 2000, begins on July 20,
1997.
4. Richard Hoagland, at a major conference in Phoenix, Arizona,
on July 14,1997, stated that he feels something is about to happen in Phoenix between July 20th
and the 26th. He suggested it could be a theme like in the
movie “Close Encounters of the Third Kind”, where beings not from this planet make their presence known to
us. We do have sightings of NW0 notables like George
Bush, Hillary Clinton, Norman Schwarzkopf and many
others in Phoenix recently, along with an undetermined
number of military troops.
5. In “anticipation” of Hoagland’s announcement,
Commander Soltec, in a writing on June 21, 1997, said,
“Be careful, for there is the allowance by the global Elite,
at this time, for the introduction into the world consciousness of the realization that there is extraterrestrial life
visiting your planet and on your planet. This is to prepare you-the-people for the next phase of unification under a one-world dictatorship as these ones will try to convince you that these ‘aliens’ are attacking you.”
6. Comr.ander Soltec, in a communication on July
12, 1997, commenting on the July 8th eruption of Mt.
Etna in Sicily and noting its proximity to Mt. Vesuvius,
which buried the City of Pompeii in 79 A.D., said, “Recall, please, the timing clues for major Earth changes connetted to these sister volcanos as given forth by ones such
as Edgar Cayce.” He also said in the same writing, “There
are many pieces of the puzzle now coming together. .. . You
who are there on the Earth now will witness the great
changes prophesied through many sources. There is no
avoiding this inevitability.”
7. On July 12, 1997, the lava flow from Kilauea Vblcane in Hawaii reached the Pacific Ocean. A striking
river of lava, now six miles long, stretches to the sea.
8. Hakkoda Volcano is located in Northeastern Japan. There are no historic records of any eruptions there,
but on July 12, 1997, three soldiers on a routine training
mission died
being overcome by breathing carbon
dioxide gas. Strong sulfurous gases are known to be emitted from many holes and depressions in the area of the
volcano. Farmers in the area say that they have seen dead
animals near the volcano on several occasions.
9. In Gordon-Michael Scallion’s
for July 1997, there is an article by Gordon entitled
“What Is Going on With Our Weather?” Gordon publishes information only after receiving three visions on
any given subject. In this article he talked about being
taken on a dream voyage within the Earth, where he was
able to witness the dynamics of plasma forces at work.
It was revealed to him that there are currently over
5,000 active volcanos underwater, worldwide, on the bottom of Earth’s oceans. The thermal heating from all of
this is carried to the surface and then into the atmosphere,
becoming part of our weather pattern systems. Gordon
also revealed what Commanders Hatonn and Soltec have
warned for nearly a decade now-that winds of high velocity will be created by the heating of the oceans, and
then driven over land.
10. On May 9, 1997, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (N.O.A.A.) issued an advisory
indicating that they expect El Nino conditions to intenNews,
sify. In an article in the May 24 issue of
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N.O.A.A. stated that this was because “waters have
warmed rather rapidly throughout the central equatorial
Pacific, as well as near the South American coast.” Those
familiar with the agenda of N.O.A.A. are probably aware
of their involvement in creating weather, including hurricanes, so they should know what they’re talking aboutwhether or not they tell us the truth.
11. Also in the July 1997 issue of Scallion’s
is a letter from a reader in Alberta,
Canada. The letter conveys the essence of a dream the
reader had in August of 1996. In the dream the person
was in a restaurant with many people, when a noise outside caught the attention of everyone, and it turned out to
be a spacecraft. The person didn’t panic, but was suddenly holding in their hand a mug from the spacecraft
with codes written on it. Among the codes was one about
“WM WD, August 1997”. In the dream the person realized, after about five minutes, that this was a warning
about Wormwood in August of 1997 and that the person
had to warn the people about it. The dream has been with
the reader ever since. In Gordon’s response to the letter,
he states that he believes this summer will be challenging for
the Earth (and, of course, for the people thereon).
12. And, the stock market on Wed. July 16, 1997,
closed above 8,000 for the first time. Some analysts state
that it shouldn’t be there and that it is out of control. It
only appears out of control to those who do not understand the mechanics involved. It is being controlled, make
no mistake about that. The question we should ask is: are
they now ready to collapse it? The timing will most likely
be in conjunction with other engineered, large-scale disruptions.
13. And then, in the
for
Wednesday, July 16, 1997, it was reported: “Glenn
Wilbum, who was so angry over the death of his grandsons in the Oklahoma City bombing and so mistrustful of
the official investigation that he forced the opening of a
new grand jury probe, died Tuesday. He was 46.” It remains to be seen if ANYONE of honest intent will live to
testify in conjunction with that cover-up.
14. As another possibly related story, Sir James Goldsmith is dead (deaded?) at age 64. The
reported on July 20 that “the cosmopolitan billionaire who formed his own political party to crusade
against European unification, has died.” Of course, the
newspaper does not give us any unusual reason for this
death. One wonders if he, a powerful money man especially proficient in the world of global financial manipulation, might have made a better-late-than-never decision
to go against the One World Controllers.
15. And another curious death: Astronomer Eugene
Shoemaker has died in Australia at age 69. A resident of
Arizona, he had been involved in the Apollo missions to
the Moon, and he codiscovered the comet ShoemakerLevy 9, which (supposedly) slammed into Jupiter in 1994.
reported that he “was killed in a car
accident Friday (July 18) in Australia during an annual
trip to search for asteroid craters.”
“Shoemaker died in a two-car accident on a dirt road
about 310 miles north of Alice Springs, in central
tralia, police there said.”
One of his colleagues, Laurence Soderblum, who is
working on the Mars
mission, said of Shoemaker, “Any area he went into, his contributions stood in
mammoth proportion above the rest of us mortals”.
Just what did Shoemaker know’? Remember the curious array of recent deaths associated with the Mars mission that I reported on in
week’s
Are the
Elite picking up the pace with elimination of any possible
opposition to their plans?
16. Meanwhile, the news from N.A.S.A. about Mars
(i.e., Saskatchewan, according to the inset news item as-
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sociated with last week’s Front Page story) reported that
communications with
were down on Saturday
(July 19) and then again on Sunday.
is parked
up against a rock named Scoobydoo, and scientists are
waiting “excitedly” to get the data on it.
As the lights on that ring of the media circus dimmed
temporarily, the “entertainment” distraction was inunediately shifted to lengthy, glitzy blather about an obscure,
fringe-lifestyle fashion designer slain in Miami, Florida
under curiously depraved circumstances.
17. As a reference point that may help to put all of
this and more into perspective: in 1994, the Strategic Studios Institute of the U.S. Army War College produced a
paper entitled “The Revolution in Military Affairs and
Conflict Short of War”, which described fundamental
changes in the planned future mission of the U.S. military. These changes would include the use of sensor technology, robotics, nonlethal (psychotronic) weapons, and
intelligence meshes to be used in combating terrorism
(defined as such, of course, by the biggest and most powerful terrorists in the world-the Elite).
The document states in part that, ‘Behavior Modification is a key component of peace enforcement.. ..” That
“proposed information warfare capabilities might be ideally suited for helping develop desired emotions, attitudes
and behaviors”.
The report goes on: “The use of new technology may
also run counter to basic American values....” And “Deception, while frequently of great military or political
value, is thought of as somehow un-American.. .. The majorityofAmericansmayfindthe
useofmanyof theemerging technologies morally difficult.. .”
The report recognizes that overcoming these constraints may require fundamental changes in the United
States itself. Or, as the report suggests, an alternative
could be:
could deliberately engineer a comprehensive revolution, seeking utter transformation rather than
that
simply an expeditious use of new technology.”
time finally arrived in
If we carefully consider just the above information, it
becomes quite obvious that something or something,’ very
big may be about to happen. The Elite have a lot o.Fnogood things on the burners ready to go. However, it seems
they’ve forgotten that the Earth is a living, breathing organism which is about to cleanse and rebalance herself
from what mankind collectively has done to her against
the Laws of God.
Anyone with access to the Internet may be interested
in checking out the seismic, volcanic, and sea surEace temperature information that Stan Deyo has on his Website.
Stan is an excellent researcher and scientist in Australia
and his Web address is http://www.iinet.net.au&sta&@.
When you get there, go to his ‘*Geophysical Links”.
It may be that Space Command will soon make their
presence known in a more public display. Or we could
witness a fake “alien invasion” put on by the New World
Order’s mind-control engineers-the case that Commanders Hatonn and Soltec each warned us about some years
ago, and then Soltec reminded us about, again, several
weeks ago.
Commander Soltec may have hinted or alluded to
in the writing of July 12, each of us volunteered to be here
to experience at this time. You may not remember volunteering, but you did, or you wouldn’t be here. What a pity
it would be to waste the valuable lessons we came here to
learn. Now, more than ever before, it would be wise to be
as prepared as you possibly can for any eventuality. But
remember: guns are not of God and will only get you
deaded. Those who survive all of this will be the ones
who have learned the true lessons of giving, regiving and
cooperation.
If nothing happens, you will use what physical supplies you have at some point. If something does happen,
you will be in a much better position to work through what
are
to experience. As Commander Soltec recently put it, about as clearly as such can be stated:
“PREPARATION IS THE
SURVIVAL”.
And certainly a key part of that preparation includes
keeping an eye on the
news as it unfolds!
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Good afternoon, my friend, and thank you for
sitting this day. This is Michael, of the Archangelic
realms, come to briefly commune with you this day
that there may be greater
understanding of what it is
that
ones
you
are
experiencing at this time. I
come IN and OF the
LIGHT!
Thank you for
asking and reaflkming the
connection.
AsMessengersofGod’s
desires, we of the Hosts will
c&r
continue to give forth the
escape promised Guidance that is part of the thirddimensional experience. You EACH prior to entering
and into this experience, knew that there would be
Guidance offered to you along the way. This Guidance
has always been part of the third-dimensional
experience and shall always be a part.
For many at this time, it is quite a stretch to accept
such writings as authentic or “real”. This is fine, for
the promise is that they be offered, NOT shoved
as
down anyone’s throat! There are many who are
to connect and find that which seems to be
once
lacking in their lives. These ones are hungry for that
which gives a sense of genuine value and meaning to
their lives.
Each must find their own way through the
challenges before them at this time. Each must
choose, for themselves, that which is of value and act
accordingly. Many place great value on money or a
high-paying job. This is fine, if it be your choice. I
will, however, ask you to consider the lasting value
of a TRUE fiend? Or, the value of the smile that

to the face when you offer ones HONEST
praise for that which they have completed. What is
the value of these things that make you FEEL alive
and connected?
You EACH are part of THE ONENESS that
many refer to as God. When you do something for
or to another, you are doing same for or to yourself
AND God. E?%RYTHING in the physical is a
result of God’s creative thinking. There is an innerconnectedness of all things in the physical, by way of
a non-physical counterpart that is as much a part of
your experience as is the chair upon which you sit
or the air that you breathe.
This non-physical
counterpart
is the
electromagnetic (Light) energy that animates the
body and causes the apparent motion of electrons
around the atom. It is the energy that causes all
10 have a
substance
frequency and vibration. It
is, simply put, GOD
expressing Himself!
This
is not
new
information, nor is it brought
to you in some sort of
Every
mystical manner.
culture on your planet has
ones who will bring forth
these messages of Inspired
Truth. Each will be unique in style and limited, in
some ways, by the language base into which they are
translated.
The individual examples may vary, but the general
message will never change. For example, it would
make very little sense to talk about atoms to a
primitive culture that has just discovered fire.
However, when you talk about the “warmth” of the
fire, they can understand the concept and may be
able, on a FEELING level, to relate it to the idea that
it is of God-as are the trees that grow around these
primitive ones, or the food that is taken within for
nourishment.
Look to the messages of ancient philosophies
and you will see the same ideas recurring over and
over again. Whether the concept, for instance, be
“angels” or “spirit guides”, there is little difference
except for terminology oftranslation into the physical.
Learn to let go of the prejudices and conceptual
frameworks that limit you to so-called “modem”
ideas.
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ago,
You have the tools and information before you at
this time to discern what has value and what does not.
There is that which will fill the void within or fuel the
desire to FEEL an inner sense of worth or value.
Inner fulfillment comes from understanding who you
really are and why you are here at this time.

a
REMEMBER:
YOU ARE
BEINGS EXPERIENCING
WITHIN A BODY.
THAT BODY IS BUT A SHELL THAT YOU
UTILIZE
SO THAT’ YOU
CAN COME
INTO
A MORE FOCUSED
STATE OF
AWARENESS, AND THUS CONCENTRATE
UPON CHALLENGING
SITUATIONS
SO
THAT
GROW
IN
YOU
CAN
UNDERSTANDING
OF WHAT IT MEANS
TO BE A CO-CREATOR
WITH GOD!
You
in a
called

This only comes when you prove your
understanding ofthe Laws of Cause and Effect. This
is to say that you must learn to be RESPONSIBLE
for the effects of that which YOU create. This goes
for any and all creations, regardless of size or
magnitude. If you create an unbalanced situation in
your home life by lying to your family members, and
then denying same when confkonted by them later,
thenhowcanyoubetrustedwiththeresponsibilityof
creating a third-dimensional solar system, let alone a
univefse, yourself?!
talking here of
POTENTIAL! That is why you ones have chosen to
come into the physical and go through the challenges
of life with only a liited conscious connection to
thatwithwhichyouareconnected-ALL(everyth&
everywhere)!
You are efforting to expand your awareness of
WHO you are, as well as become more skilled in the
utilization of your abilities to manifest and create.
Now, while you will only be given that which you can
handle, you can be assured that it will be a challenge
to you, so that ifyou so choose, you canmaxin&ethe
rate at which you grow.
Notice also that you always have the option to
quit. However, it is then far more difficult to be
responsible for that which you have set in motion in
the first place. And, though you can always run away

from a situation when it gets uncomfortable, it is
quite another thing to see a challenge through to
completion.
Each time you are faced with a choice to continue
or to quit, you must examine what it is upon which
you place value, and what it is that will fulfill, within
you, the desires of the heart. The heart is given to
know what is right and what is wrong. The mind is
given to reason all data and evaluate and place
importance upon things.
are

This is where discernm ent of value comes into
play. You each must decide for yourselves what has
personal value to you. Is the emotional pressure so
great that you cannot persist another moment? Do
you HAVE to run away? Is there NO other choice?
Would being homeless on the street be better than
going to workjust onemore day? These are questions
of value and balance.
And be assured that, when you run
away from a challenge, it will be coming back around
to impact your experience again. It may not be in this
lifetime, or even on this particular planet, but you
WILL have to again face that which you could not
presently overcome-if you are ever to get through
the third-dimensional schoolroom. Though you may
not be able to see it from your current vantage point,
there is great value in ALL-EACH AND EVERY
ONE-of
the experiences that you are now faced
with at this time.
of the Hosts, know quite well what it is that
you are faced with, for we have walked the physical
path MANY times while we too learned our lessons
earned our current positions of responsibilityas eventually shall YOU, too! If you feel as though
no one could possibly understand what it is that you
are going through in your life, then go back and read
this message again, for you surely missed the fact
that ALL IS CONNECTED TO ALL! What YOU
experience is the experience of ALL, for we all exist
within the ONE who created us.
These are the ideas that the “holy” men of your
world would rather you not listen to, for such are the
ideas that make these ones
and thus they
would be out of a job.
You have within you a direct connection to God.
You do not need another to tell you what YOU feel
in your heart. Learn to trust your Inner Guidance and
learn to follow your heart, and such will guide you to
the experiences that will cause you to grow in
awareness, and thus in ability to create better SOUL.
UTIONS!
I am Lord Michael, of the Archangelic Realms. I
am your Elder Brother, just a bit farther along the
path that you are now walking. I come as Messenger
of Truth, within the Light of the One who is ALL!
SALLJ!
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This
is a manual for living the life
llessed of God. Cuts-to the core of the nature of man,
‘et offers gentle direction filled with compassion
beyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
‘et, together, they form a team of one. The Masters
ffer insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s infolvement and will, cur journey home, the Greater
lision. The messages resonate as musical chords
vithin the very soul essence. The words shared
enew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a
leeper meaning.
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